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Neste Guia, você vai estudar “Discourse markers”
Volume 6 – Ampliação
Prof. Juliana Alvarez

Para se mexer:
Discourse markers: are words or phrases that we use to connect what we say or write.
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While speaking or writing we use different discourse markers.
• WHILE SPEAKING
fine			well
good			mind you
great			
as I say
like			you know
now			anyway
okay			oh
A: Are you okay?
B: I’m great.
A: As I say you’re going to be fine after this situation.
B: Oh, I know.

on the other hand		
firstly
to begin with			
secondly
in conclusion			thirdly
in addition			moreover
in sum

I’m writing this to explain that what happened to me was a sad
situation moreover very embarrassing.
In sum, think twice before doing something bad for someone.
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• WHILE WRITING

Question 1- Complete the sentences with the discourse markers while speaking:
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A: Hey, Janice, _________ if I ask you a question?
B: Of course you may.
A: ________ I saw you with Jeff at the party last night. What about Greg? Aren’t you dating?
B: You are _______ my mom. Get a life girl.
A: ______! I didn’t mean that.
B: ______, bye.

may-Well-like-Fine-Okay

Question 2 - Fill out the sentences with discourse markers while writing.
IN SUM – FIRSTLY – ON THE OTHER HAND – SECONDLY – IN ADDITION
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a) Today something really nice happened. There is a boy in my classroom that always cheats
on the tests________ he thinks that he is the smartest.
b) He doesn’t learn anything _________ he has good grades.
c) This afternoon our teacher caught him cheating on the test. _______ she looked at him
and took the test.____________ she asked him to go to the principal’s office.
d) _______ he got a zero on his test. I think he deserved that.

a) in addition; b) on the other hand; Firstly/Secondly; d) In sum

Question 3 - Complete the sentences.
a) The club was crowed, to begin with ________________.
b) Frank is a good boy, moreover _______________.
c) I love banana on the other hand ________________.
d) In addition the house is beautiful, ________________.
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e) The trip was awesome in sum, ___________________.
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Let’s learn more about “Discourse markers” doing a different activity?
This is a quiz!
There will be sentences which you have to check if they are correct or not and scores-points.

Available on: <https://test-english.com/grammar-points/b2/discourse-markers/>. Access on:
Sep. 22, 2020.
I’ll bet you are gonna like it!

Have a good time!

